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by Linda Loveland Reid 
 

“Of course,” I said, my voice going somewhere between vague and the sound of an ant crawling across a 

brick patio. “Dinner for your boss and his wife – no brainer.” Brains turned out to be the operable word. 

At age 25, I had racked up three children and five happy married years. No formal dinner parties, 

but how hard could that be?  

But, wait. Our table size could not accommodate both of us, a boss, a wife, and their 

eighteen-year-old daughter. I’m not fond of teenagers unless they come pickled and quiet, but decided it 

was not a prudent idea to ask them to leave said daughter behind. Thus, I measured the table for needed 

size and called husband at work, a lumber yard. Bring home a piece of plywood thus and that size, I 

instructed. Problem solved. 

The menu took some doing as I poured over cookbooks. Would chicken, baked potatoes and peas 

work? Too provincial. I remembered a delicious gooey chicken dish that we’d had at a friend’s home 

last month. All creamy with mushroom soup. She’d served it straight out of a large cast-iron fry pan. I 

called friend. Got recipe. Done. 

Shopping included a yellow tablecloth and napkins, five new flower-patterned plates, groceries, and 

a cast-iron fry pan. All set. 

Next to check off the list for a successful evening - appropriate clothing for the hostess. I loved to 

sew and the four days before D day gave me plenty of time to whip up a long skirt out of that gorgeous 

print folded up in the bedroom corner, waiting for the right occasion. 

The day “of,” I felt antsy and conferred with my neighbor friend. She suggested one of her never 

fail valium pills. I hadn’t taken this drug before, but she swore by it, and hey, this was an important 

event. The bottle read, 10 mgs. Mild enough, I surmised, and down went two. It was 3 p.m. Guest due at 

5:30. Perfect. 

Within just a half-hour, I felt super and in control. The hem on the skirt that still needed doing 

seemed okay just the way it was. Who cares anyway. All good. 
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I spread the new yellow tablecloth over the plywood and noticed that it missed the edge, with the 

plywood showing by at least an inch. Not good. I noticed that this was not bothering me, something that 

would normally send me into anxiety. Instead, I felt calm, even cheerful. Good for me. I set the table 

with the new plates and stepped back to survey. Hum. But, not to worry.  

Our guests arrived and I greeted them in my floor-dragging skirt.  The daughter seemed to find me 

amusing in a nice way. Maybe it was the few threads dangling from my skirt. Husband made cocktails, 

after some frantic whispering in the kitchen. “Get some H&H,” he’d asked me a few days earlier. “They 

like quality stuff,” he reiterated. The H&H that I bought, apparently turned out to be a cheap rotgut 

whiskey, not the excellent Ancient Age that his boss and wife loved. All too late until the bottle came 

out of the cupboard for mixing - thus the frantic whispering. “Be calm,” I giggled, floating from the 

kitchen. 

Pre-dinner entertainment was the Halleluiah Chorus played at full tilt. My favorite. I even have a 

memory of the teen and me, drink in hand, waltzing together across the living room. Really.  

The hors d’oeuvres were delicious cheese-it like crackers with Velveta. I served dinner a bit late, but it 

seemed all were having a delightful time, until I noticed the eyes of husband growing quite large. A 

definite signal. Off I whirled into the kitchen. 

I brought the fry pan to the table like a Thanksgiving turkey. With a bit of force, I scooped bottom 

blackened chicken into servings along with crunchy corn, quite dry mashed potatoes and an iceberg 

lettuce salad with a mayo and catchup dressing. The finished presentation created a plate of yellow and 

green with splashes of black. Not all that bad, I thought. Not super, but colorful. 

I had a grand time. Boss and wife talked along, the daughter seemed to have enjoyed the Handel 

and other than a few pieces of black, everyone ate heartily—all plates empty. Except husband who 

didn’t seem to have an appetite. Not me. “More drinks all around!” I said, fork in the air. And so, since 

there was no wine, we drank through dinner.  

The next day was tough. The Valium was fairly out of my system and the memory of my first 

dinner party brought red to my crying eyes. Husband gave me hugs, but the mortification remained. A 
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few days later the thank you note arrived. It was effusive, noted the beautiful dishes and hearty meal and 

said their daughter had a wonderful time.  

Years later, when I’d given many dinner parties and the Press Democrat interviewed me about all 

the secrets of being a good hostess, I smiled and said, “It’s all about the people, planning, and, 

especially, forgiveness.”  
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GOOEY CHICKEN 

Ingredients: 

12 boned chicken thighs 

2 cans mushroom soup 

1 large onion – chopped 

2 small cans of Ortega Chilies – chopped or whole  

Method: 

In a frying pan (cast iron not a must) fry chicken until browned on both sides 

Cover chicken with chopped onions and chilies 

Cover all with mushroom soup (taken from cans and mixed smooth with ½ cup water) 

Cover and simmer for 20 minutes. Stir chicken and turn them over 

Uncover and simmer until chicken is done and until soup has condensed into a thick sauce. 

The dish has a nice bite to it from the chilies, but not hot. Okay to leave chills out. 

Serve over rice or with any kind of potato dish. 

Good luck. 
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